Abstract-With the development of the seismic numerical modeling theory, a group of scholars do lots of seismic forward modeling studies. In this paper, wave equation finite difference method(FDM)
INTRODUCTION
China has great potenation of marine resources. Offshore is the earliest and most frequent zone human developed and used marine resources. With offshore exploitation improving and economic developing, engineering construction scale increases gradually and building structure is more complex. It is important to ensure safety of the coastal cities and ocean engineering [1] , such as harbor, sea-crossing bridge, undersea tunnel and offshore oil platform. Accurate detection of submarine fault and slide can effectively guarantee the safety of engineering project.
Seismic wave is a common way to detect sea geology and structure [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Seismic forward modeling helps studying wavefield propagation regularity and improving explanation accuracy to detection data. FDM, difference equation replaces differential equation, is a most common way to achieve wavefield forward modeling. With the seismic numerical modeling technology [7] developing, a group of scholars do many researches on complex geological models：By using high-order FDM wave equation, Chen Wei [8] obtained relative geological structure under irregular surface, while satisfying requirements of stability; Wang Dawei [9] studied seismic wavefield propagation regularity of land fault with different fillers; Ma Zaitian [10] discussed the recognization method of natural gas hydrate(NGH) by forwarding marine seismic numerical modeling and physical modeling; Zhi-bin Sha [11] optimized HF-OBS observation system and got the relationship between P-wave and S-wave of hydrate by combining travel time inversions of P-wave and S-wave. Considering shear waves are absorbed in water, we used twodimensional acoustic wave equation to forward modeling based on FDM. The article studied the propagation and imagining regularity of submarine fault and slide to provide guidance for improving recognition method.
II. THEORY

A. Acoustic Equation Derivation
In acoustic equation, the properties of media are determined by two parameters: propagation speed and density .The acoustic wavefield is described by velocity vector field of displacement and pressure field . The primitive equation [12] is to be written as: (1/ ) 1
Solve equations and get equation as followed [12] :.
B. Decomposition Of Finite Difference Method
Two dimensional acoustic equation [12] was simplified as:
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Expansion second order partial derivatives equation by Taylor, we have:   2  2  1,  ,  ,  ,  2   3  3  4  ,  3   2  2  1, , , , 2
Decompose the equations [12] set with FDM,we have:
Then we get the equation of high order finite difference [12] :
We assumed strata are isotropy media and studied wavefield propagation regularity of submarine fault and slide. We built models by Tesseral-2D. Considering actual offshore detection needs, We set that length of model is 500m and depth of model is 300m. Ricker was used as source with 200Hz, sample interval was 0.5ms. Stimulate seismic wave in several places and record vibration signal by many receivers. The observation system is arranged as Fig.1 shows. 
C. Forward Modeling Of Submarine Fault
Single fault was studied, as Fig.2 shows, geological models were built in two forms by changing fracture thickness, one is model with 20m fracture zone, another is model without fracture. Rock parameters were designed(TABLE I.) to ensure rock strata have different waveimpedance parameters.
Diffraction generated when seismic wave passing by breaking points. What's more, transmitted and reflected waves generated when waves meeting boundary surface.
As Fig.3 shows, seismic wave drove across the fault without fracture zone and then spread downward fast in model A. Affected by fracture zone of fault in model B, diffraction generated when seismic wave meeting two breaking points of fault, what's more, there are more than one transmitted and reflected waves generating on two sides of fault zone. The time wave spread downward in model B is later than the time in model A.
In model B, as Fig.4 shows, wave spread with a low speed in fracture zone than in intact rock. In addition, multiples generated in fracture zone, seismic wavefield interfered and superimposed. According to gathers (Fig.5) , seismic wavefield of model A without fracture zone is simple, boundaries can be recognized easily than model B. Choose part gathers of models, it's easy to find direct wave and reflections. Compare records and we find the difference that reflections generated on two sides of fault in model B. Because two boundaries have different reflection coefficient, reflected waves from two boundaries have different amplitude: the first reflected Raw data were processed by many steps: muting, trace gathering, NMO, stacking, post-stack kirchhoff migration. Then we got migration in time domain.
As Fig.6 and Fig.7 shows, strata thickness and distribution can be recognized well. because existence of fracture zone(low speed region), seismic wave generated more multiple reflections and interference in model B. Affected by this it, seismic wave of strata boundaries under inclined fault responded bad. The right phase axis of fault's footwall is not clear, what's more, the real record is accompanied with false anomaly. Meanwhile, the phase axis on the left of fault is clear since the wave entering intact rock from broken rock. On the contrary, the phase axis is blurring when the wave entering broken rock from intact rock. In addition, because seismic wave's propagation is based on velocity and density of rock, so the interface phase axis is discontinuous and displays in ladder shape. 
D. Forward Modeling Of Submarine Slide
Single slide as the main object was studied, and geological model was built as Fig.8 shows. Rock parameters (TABLE II) was designed to ensure strata have different waveimpedance parameters.
Diffraction, transmitted and reflected waves created when the seismic wave passing through the model. As Fig.9 shows, Diffraction, transmitted and reflected waves generated when waves meeting glide plane, and multiple generated in body of Choose part of gathers and study it. As Fig.10 shows, it's easy to find direct wave. But affected by many reflections nearby the interface of landslide, phase axis superimposed on another. which made it hard to recognize the reflected wave. Meanwhile, the amplitude of wave reached the maximum when first meeting landslide. When waves passing by landslide, the amplitude of seismic wave decreased rapidly, which made it hard to recognize phase axis of horizontal strata interface under landslide. Raw data were processed by many steps: muting, trace gathering, NMO, stacking, post-stack kirchhoff migration.
Then we got migration in time domain (Fig.11) . As Fig.11 shows, the scale and shape of landslide can be recognized approximately from migration in Fig.11 , but because slip planes and the steep walls are discontinuous and complex, the reflected wave phase axis of landslide is discontinuous. Affected by steep walls and breaking points, mutation region exists in the phase axis of gathers. Contemporary, seismic waves reflected, diffracted and transmitted at a angle in landslide, wave affected each other, seismic waves interfered and superimposed. Which made amplitude of wave reduced fast when passing by landslide, and made it hard to recognize horizontal strata under landslide. What's more, some reflection phase axis of the horizontal interface migrated with a distance and rotated with an angle.
III. CONCLUSION
In this paper, FDM was used to simulate wave propagation process effectively. By studying wave propagation characters and migration, recognize method of submarine fault and slide can be improved:
In seismic profile, fault (scale and size) can be recognized by regular dislocation, reflection intensity and displacement of phase axis on two sides of fault. If reflected phase axis is continues and clear, we can deduce that fault plane is complete; If reflected phase axis is discontinues and blurry, we can deduce that it is likely to exist fracture zone, and extra work should be done to study the scale of influenced region.
Landslide can be judged by the random permutation and combination of interface reflected phase axis, mainly recognized by phase axis of steep wall. Steep wall usually intersects with horizontal interface at an big angle. The main slide of landslide is complete and continues. What's more, affected by sliding action, phase axis of landslide root area displayed in a shape of bow with several discontinues bumps.
